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DARRAN introduces Milner collection at NeoCon 50

HIGH POINT, N.C./ JUNE 11, 2018/ -- DARRAN Furniture unveiled a new work table and stool
collection at NeoCon 50 this week in Chicago. The collection called “Milner” embodies timeless
simplicity.
The Milner table collection gives a contemporary interpretation of classic Shaker Style in the form of
modern work tables. Table bases are created from solid walnut or oak, bringing the warmth of crafted
wood to today’s workplace in conference, counter and bar height meeting tables. The simple structure
and mitred joinery of the saw-horse wood base and expansive top pays homage to early American
craftsmen who built furniture that was honest, beautiful and functional.
“The tight grid office plan has faded and become less meaningful to the younger, newer workspaces,”
says designer Michael Wolk. “The modern workplace wants room for people to be alone or together, in
group discussion or in private – this collection was conceived of that need.”
Flexibility in the collection comes in different leg and table top finishes. Solid walnut or oak trestle bases
elevate the refined architecture of the table, while table tops give a flat plane of rich finishes. Tops are
available in DARRAN’s full selection of veneers and laminates with flat edge options for a veneer finish,
white or black edge.
A collection of bar and counter height stools accompanies the tables and add a quick pull-up solution
for lengthier conversations. Milner stools follow the same honest and unadulterated design continuum
as the tables, incorporating upholstered seat cushions for comfort. Approachable from any side,
backless stools were intentionally designed to welcome users to gather around, share ideas and join in
the rhythm of conversation.
Add USB capability for simple access to charge devices. The slim Dual power module mounts
undersurface and brings USB power directly to the user. The minimal profile and discreet location of
Dual keeps Milner surfaces clean and uncompromised while providing easy access at the edge of the
table. Tables can be powered up with multiple Dual pods to meet the needs of your team. Simple and
sleek wire management snakes power cords across the table bottom and down the inside of the leg,
keeping technology almost invisible.
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In a full range of sizes, the Milner tables and stools harmoniously bring comfortable utility to common
spaces.
For more information about Milner, visit http://www.darran.com/product/conference/milner
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